
Teach better handwriting.
A range of resources to improve the teaching of handwriting.
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The Printsite is a well established business with a 
great reputation for supplying schools and other 
academic institutions with cutting edge solutions 
to their printing needs.

Suitable for KS1 & KS2 
Our products are suitable  

for all age ranges through KS1 & KS2.

Ex stock 
All items available ex stock - 

delivery 2 to 3 days.

Invoice to school 
We are happy to invoice to school 

provided you agree to pay to our terms.

Learning on the right lines
Tramlines make letter formation much easier and give children the very best chance to learn the art of handwriting.  
With our broad offering it is easy to source exactly the right products for your specific needs – products which will have  
a huge impact on your teaching.

We have worked for many years with schools across the country to develop a wide range of products designed to help 
improve the teaching of handwriting. We are now the number 1 UK supplier of tramline based teaching resources in the UK.

All of the items in this brochure are available ex stock – delivery 2 to 3 days.

We offer all of  
these products:

In any of these  
line rulings:

DASHED 
tramlines

BLACK  
tramlines

RED  
tramlines

YELLOW  
tramlines

Each with  
multiple spacings:

12m
m

18m
m

45m
m

60
m

mExercise books

Flipcharts

Lined sheets

Whiteboards 

Writing guides

Order online, call or email us.
www.theprintsite.com      0844 820 2222      sales@theprintsite.com
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Red cover 
12mm spacing - EB405
18mm spacing - EB411

Pink cover 
12mm spacing - EB404
18mm spacing - EB410

Exercise books - A4 

Flipcharts 
60mm spacing - FB60

Position these underneath a plain sheet of A4 paper and 
the lines will show through to enable advanced handwriting 
practice. Printed on both sides of a special none slip material.

Printed one side only onto 3mm thick cardboard with a 
gloss surface that can be written on with any standard Dry 
Wipe pen (not included.) Request a sample if you wish to 
test the surface with your pens before ordering.

Single sheets printed on one side of 80gsm paper.

Blue cover 
12mm spacing - EB401
18mm spacing - EB407

Orange cover 
12mm spacing - EB403 
18mm spacing - EB409

Green cover 
12mm spacing - EB402
18mm spacing - EB408

Yellow cover 
12mm spacing - EB406 
18mm spacing - EB412

12m
m
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m

45m
m
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m
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BLACK  
tramlines

Spacings
Distance between thick grey outer lines. 

Image above shows an 18mm  
BLACK tramline.  

BLACK tramlines have two thick grey 
outer lines and two thin grey inner lines.

Name

Class

Our books have a 64pp A4 text section and are stapled three times on the spine for maximum 
durability. Each book has a “Name / Class” box printed on the front cover.

The size of our flipcharts is 580x804mm with 50 sheets per 
pad. Each pad has two 8mm drill holes for easy mounting 
onto most common easels and fixings. 

Lined sheets - A4 
12mm spacing - LB401
18mm spacing - LB402

Whiteboards - A4
18mm spacing - WB401
45mm spacing - WB402
60mm spacing - WB403 

Writing guides - A4
12mm spacing - GB401
18mm spacing - GB402
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0844 820 2222 
sales@theprintsite.com 

Available ex stock - 
delivery 2 to 3 days.

See page 7 for price list,  
pack quantities and how to order.

Can’t find the exact book you need? 
Contact us for a bespoke quote. We can produce books with any specification – delivery 10 to 15 working days.
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Spacings
Distance between outer dashed lines. 

12m
m

18m
m

45m
m

Image above shows an 18mm  
DASHED tramline.  

DASHED tramlines have two dashed 
outer lines and two solid grey inner lines.

DASHED  
tramlines 60

m
m
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Exercise books - A4 

Red cover 
12mm spacing - ED405
18mm spacing - ED411

Pink cover 
12mm spacing - ED404
18mm spacing - ED410

Blue cover 
12mm spacing - ED401
18mm spacing - ED407

Orange cover 
12mm spacing - ED403 
18mm spacing - ED409

Green cover 
12mm spacing - ED402
18mm spacing - ED408

Yellow cover 
12mm spacing - ED406 
18mm spacing - ED412

Position these underneath a plain sheet of A4 paper and 
the lines will show through to enable advanced handwriting 
practice. Printed on both sides of a special none slip material.

Writing guides - A4
12mm spacing - GD401
18mm spacing - GD402

Single sheets printed on one side of 80gsm paper.

Lined sheets - A4 
12mm spacing - LD401
18mm spacing - LD402

Flipcharts 
60mm spacing - FD60 
150mm spacing - FD150

The size of our flipcharts is 580x804mm with 50 sheets per 
pad. Each pad has two 8mm drill holes for easy mounting 
onto most common easels and fixings. 

Printed one side only onto 3mm thick cardboard with a 
gloss surface that can be written on with any standard Dry 
Wipe pen (not included.) Request a sample if you wish to 
test the surface with your pens before ordering.

Whiteboards - A4
18mm spacing - WD401
45mm spacing - WD402
60mm spacing - WD403 

Name

Class

Our books have a 64pp A4 text section and are stapled three times on the spine for maximum 
durability. Each book has a “Name / Class” box printed on the front cover.

0844 820 2222 
sales@theprintsite.com 

Available ex stock - 
delivery 2 to 3 days.

See page 7 for price list,  
pack quantities and how to order.

Can’t find the exact book you need? 
Contact us for a bespoke quote. We can produce books with any specification – delivery 10 to 15 working days.
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Spacings
Distance between outer red lines. 

Image above shows an 18mm  
RED tramline.  

RED tramlines have two thick red outer 
lines and two thin grey inner lines.

Red cover 
12mm spacing - ER405
18mm spacing - ER411

Pink cover 
12mm spacing - ER404
18mm spacing - ER410

Blue cover 
12mm spacing - ER401
18mm spacing - ER407

Orange cover 
12mm spacing - ER403 
18mm spacing - ER409

Green cover 
12mm spacing - ER402
18mm spacing - ER408

Yellow cover 
12mm spacing - ER406 
18mm spacing - ER412

RED 
tramlines 12m

m

18m
m

45m
m

60
m

m
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Exercise books - A4 

Name

Class

Our books have a 64pp A4 text section and are stapled three times on the spine for maximum 
durability. Each book has a “Name / Class” box printed on the front cover.

Position these underneath a plain sheet of A4 paper and 
the lines will show through to enable advanced handwriting 
practice. Printed on both sides of a special none slip material.

Writing guides - A4
12mm spacing - GR401
18mm spacing - GR402

Single sheets printed on one side of 80gsm paper.

Lined sheets - A4 
12mm spacing - LR401
18mm spacing - LR402

Flipcharts 
60mm spacing - FR60

The size of our flipcharts is 580x804mm with 50 sheets per 
pad. Each pad has two 8mm drill holes for easy mounting 
onto most common easels and fixings. 

Printed one side only onto 3mm thick cardboard with a 
gloss surface that can be written on with any standard Dry 
Wipe pen (not included.) Request a sample if you wish to 
test the surface with your pens before ordering.

Whiteboards - A4
18mm spacing - WR401
45mm spacing - WR402
60mm spacing - WR403 

0844 820 2222 
sales@theprintsite.com 

Available ex stock - 
delivery 2 to 3 days.

See page 7 for price list,  
pack quantities and how to order.

Can’t find the exact book you need? 
Contact us for a bespoke quote. We can produce books with any specification – delivery 10 to 15 working days.
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Image above shows an 18mm  
YELLOW tramline.  

YELLOW tramlines have an inner yellow 
block outlined by thin grey dotted lines. 
There are then two solid grey outer lines.

Red cover 
12mm spacing - EY405
18mm spacing - EY411

Pink cover 
12mm spacing - EY404
18mm spacing - EY410

Blue cover 
12mm spacing - EY401
18mm spacing - EY407

Orange cover 
12mm spacing - EY403 
18mm spacing - EY409

Green cover 
12mm spacing - EY402
18mm spacing - EY408

Yellow cover 
12mm spacing - EY406 
18mm spacing - EY412
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YELLOW 
tramlines
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Spacings
Distance between solid grey outer lines.

Exercise books - A4 

Flipcharts 
60mm spacing - FY60 

Position these underneath a plain sheet of A4 paper and 
the lines will show through to enable advanced handwriting 
practice. Printed on both sides of a special none slip material.

Printed one side only onto 3mm thick cardboard with a 
gloss surface that can be written on with any standard Dry 
Wipe pen (not included.) Request a sample if you wish to 
test the surface with your pens before ordering.

Single sheets printed on one side of 80gsm paper.

Name

Class

Our books have a 64pp A4 text section and are stapled three times on the spine for maximum 
durability. Each book has a “Name / Class” box printed on the front cover.

The size of our flipcharts is 580x804mm with 50 sheets per 
pad. Each pad has two 8mm drill holes for easy mounting 
onto most common easels and fixings. 

Lined sheets - A4 
12mm spacing - LY401
18mm spacing - LY402

Whiteboards - A4
18mm spacing - WY401
45mm spacing - WY402
60mm spacing - WY403 

Writing guides - A4
12mm spacing - GY401
18mm spacing - GY402

0844 820 2222 
sales@theprintsite.com 

Available ex stock - 
delivery 2 to 3 days.

See page 7 for price list,  
pack quantities and how to order.

Can’t find the exact book you need? 
Contact us for a bespoke quote. We can produce books with any specification – delivery 10 to 15 working days.
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Invoice to school
We are happy to invoice to school 
provided you agree to pay to our 

terms (30 days net from  
end of month.)

Rate for quantity ordered
For each product type you get the rate for 
the total quantity ordered. So, if you order 

100 each x two sorts of Exercise books, 
you will pay the 200 rate.

Free delivery
All prices include delivery to one 

Mainland UK destination. There may be 
an additional charge for the  

Highlands and Islands.

Price list
Prices effective 1st May 2022. All previous price lists superceded.

Order online, call or email us.
www.theprintsite.com      0844 820 2222      sales@theprintsite.com

*Minimum order quantity = 1 pack. QUANTITY = number of individual items (NOT packs).
VAT will be added at current rate of 20%.
Contact us for prices on larger quantities.

QUANTITY PRICE

30 £55.20

60 £65.40

90 £75.60

120 £86.40

150 £96.00

180 £106.20

210 £117.60

240 £127.20 

270 £137.70

300 £147.00

330 £158.40

360 £169.20

390 £179.40

420 £189.00

450 £198.00

480 £211.20

510 £219.30

540 £232.20

570 £239.40

600 £252.00

QUANTITY PRICE

50 £95.00

100 £154.00

150 £213.00

200 £272.00

250 £332.50

300 £399.00

350 £458.50

400 £520.00

450 £580.50

500 £640.00

550 £693.00

600 £738.00

650 £786.50

700 £833.00

750 £877.50

800 £920.00

850 £969.00

900 £1,008.00

950 £1,054.50

1000 £1,100.00

QUANTITY PRICE

5 pads £170.00

10 pads £221.00

15 pads £285.60

20 pads £355.00

25 pads £415.50

30 pads £476.10

35 pads £536.90

40 pads £597.60

45 pads £657.90

50 pads £698.50

55 pads £746.35

60 pads £793.80

65 pads £841.10

70 pads £889.00

75 pads £936.75

80 pads £984.00

85 pads £1,031.90

90 pads £1,079.10

95 pads £1,126.70

100 pads £1,175.00

QUANTITY PRICE

1000 £60.00

2000 £85.00

3000 £109.98

4000 £135.00

5000 £160.00

6000 £184.98

7000 £210.00

8000 £234.96

9000 £259.92

10000 £286.00

11000 £312.40

12000 £336.00

13000 £359.45

14000 £382.20

15000 £404.25

16000 £425.60

17000 £446.25

18000 £466.20

19000 £486.40

20000 £504.00

Exercise books 
1 pack = 50 books*

Flipcharts 
1 pack = 5 pads*

Lined sheets 
1 pack = 1000 sheets*

QUANTITY PRICE

50 £120.00

100 £195.00

150 £262.50

200 £320.00

250 £375.00

300 £435.00

350 £490.00

400 £540.00

450 £585.00

500 £625.00

550 £649.00

600 £696.00

650 £747.50

700 £798.00

750 £847.50

800 £888.00

850 £935.00

900 £990.00

950 £1,035.50

1000 £1,080.00

Whiteboards 
1 pack = 50 boards*

Writing guides 
1 pack = 30 guides*



0844 820 2222
sales@theprintsite.com
www.theprintsite.com

The Printsite Ltd, Harborough Innovation Centre, Airfield 
Business Park, Leicester Road, Market Harborough, LE16 7WB

V2 – issue date May 2022.


